This PhD research project aims to investigate the ultrasonic characterisation of micro-texture regions
(MTRs) in Titanium alloys. It is desirable that the micro-structure of Titanium alloys is fine grained
and exhibits no local textures. However, due to the sensitivity of Titanium alloys to the mechanical
and thermal processes present in their manufacturing process, the near α phase Titanium alloy, Ti6Al-4V can develop micro-texture regions, where large regions of contiguous crystals exhibit a single
preferential orientation. To detect these regions, we will analyse the ultrasonic waves backscattered
from the microstructure of Titanium using mathematical models and develop methods to localise and
characterise the micro-texture regions from this scattered wave data.
To study Titanium effectively, we require a good understanding of polycrystalline materials and how ultrasound behaves in anisotropic media. To develop an understanding of the micro-structural properties
of Titanium, a micro-structure analysis has been performed by using electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) data. This diffraction technique allows us to obtain crystallographic information such as the
distribution of grain size, orientation and texture analysis based on the crystallographic planes from
which they originated. EBSD has powerful post-processing capabilities which enables us to process
EBSD data into a format suitable for finite element simulation studies. This project utilizes the
Dream3d software package for processing and viewing all the crystallographic information, and the
OnScale software package for the finite element simulation studies of the microstructure, where we
aim to detect the presence of any embedded MTR.
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Figure 1: (a) Grain orientation distribution from Dream3d, (b) Material matrix in OnScale and (c)
A-scan of wave propagation through material.
A forward model in OnScale has been developed to assess the microstructure of processed Titanium
EBSD geometry via full aperture inspection. The near future attention will be directed at using
crystallographic statistics to generate a library of synthetic micro-structures, which will enable us to
perform further finite element analysis. In parallel, this project aims to progress the inverse problem
by developing a technique to localise and characterise any embedded MTR.
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